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A semigroup S rs called externally coinmutative if S satisfies the permutation identity 

xyz = zyx. In this paper the structure of externally commutatiVe sermgroups ~vill be 

studied. lt will be shown that an_externally commutative semigroup is a certain special ideal 

extension of a commutative semigroup by a null senugroup 

S1. Imtroduction 

Recently, S. Lajos [2] introduced the concept of external commutativity to 

semigroups, and investigated the class of these semigroups 

A semigroup S is called an externally commutative semigroup (EC-semigroup) 

if it satisfies the following permutation identity 

xyz = zyx. 

It has been noted in [2] that ･ simple semigroups, regular semigroups and 

cahcellative semigroups 'are all EC-semigroups 

~lowever, an externally commutative semigroup is not necessarily commutative 

We can see this fac't from the ' following' simple example 

EXAMPLE. Let T be a null semigroup with I TI ~ 3. Let O be the zero element 

of T, and let a, beT¥O such that a ~ b. Let N =,{c, d} be a set, and put 
S = N U T Define multiplication in S as follows : cd = a, dc = b ; uv = O if u, ve 

-T; ct = tc = td = dt ~; O' for te T; and t2 = d2 = O. 

Then. S is an EC-semigroup but not commutatrve 

In this- paper, . we sh~ll consider several conditions for an EC-semigroup S in 

order that S is commutative. Furtherj we shall describe every EC-semigroup as a 

certain spec. i~l _ ideal extension of a commu~ative semigroup by a null semigrQup 

(see [1]). , . , 

S2. Solne special cases 

First of all, it should be noted that an EC-semigroup satisfies all permutation 
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identities xlx2 "'x~ = xl*x2* "'x*~, where n ~ 4 and lc is a permutation on 
{1, 2, ･ ･ ･ n}. This was pointed out recently by S. Iyanaga in his letter. Hereafter, 

we shall say that a semigroup S is universal if it satisfies S2 = S 

By usmg this result, we have easily the following 

PROPOSITION 1. A universal EC-semigroup S is commutative 

PRooF. Let a, beS. Then, a = ala2 and b = blb2 for some al'a2, bl,b2eS 
Then, ab = ala2blb2 = blb2ala2 = ba (since S satisfies any permutation identity on 

{xl, x2, x3, x4}). 

THEOREM 2. An EC-semigroup is commutative tf and only tf ab = ba is satisfied 

for any elements a, b e S¥S2. 

PROOF. The "only if" part is obvious. The "if" part : If S2 = S, then it follows 

from Proposition I that S is commutative. Assume that S2 ~ S. Let x e S2 and 

yeS¥S2. Case 1. xeS3. In this case, x = xlx2x3 for some xl'x2,x3. Now, 
xlx2x3y=yxlx2x3, and accordingly xy = yx. Case 2. xe S2¥S3. In this case, 
there exist xl, x2 eS¥S2 such that x = xlx2' Then, xy = xlx2y = yx2xl (by EC-

property) = yxlx2 (by the assumption) = yx. Therefore, xy = yx is satisfied for any 

x, y e S. 

PROPOSITION 3. An EC-semigroup S is commutative tf S2 is weakly reductive 

(for definition, see [1]) 

PROoF. For a, beS¥S2 and for xeS2, there exrst xl,x2 eS such that 

x xlx2 Now smce S rs an EC semrgroup abxlx2 baxlx2 rs satisfied. That 
is, abx = bax. Similarly we have xab = xba. Now, ab, ba e S2 and S2 is weakly 

reductive. Accordingly, ab = ba. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2 that S is 

commutatrve 

THEOREM 4. A weakly reductive EC-semigroup is commutative 

PRooF. We shall show that S2 is weakly reductive. Let a, b e S2, and assume 

that ax = bx and xa = xb for all x e S2 

There exist ala2,bl,b2, xl' x2eS such that a = ala2, b = blb2 and x = xlx2' 

Now ala2xlx blb2xlx2 and xlx2ala xlx2blb2 Smce S rs an EC-
semigroup, xlx2ala2 = x2ala2xl and xlx2blb2 = x2blb2xl. By weakly reduc-

trvrty, ala2xl = blb2xl. Similarly, we have xlala2 = xlblb2' Then, again by 
weakly reductivity, ala2 = blb2, that is, a = b. Therefore, S2 is weakly reductive 

Then, it follows from Proposition 3 that S is commutative 

THEOREM 5. Let S be an EC-semigroup. If S satisfies the following condition : 

(C) for any a, beS2, axy =~bxy and xya = xyb for all x, yeS implies a = b, 
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then S is commutative. 

PROOF. For a, b e S, abxy = baxy and xyab = xyba for all x, y e S since S is 

externally commutative. Since ab, ba e S2, ab = ba. Thus, S is commutative 

THEOREM 6. Let S be an EC-semigroup such that S ~ S2 ~ ･ ･ ･ ~ S" = S"+1 

where n ~~ 2. Then, tf the Rees factor semigroup S/S" is commutative and S" is 

weakly reductive, then S is commutative. 

PROoF. Since the proof can be given in an anologous way to that of Propsition 

3, we omit the proof. 

S3･ General case. 

Finally, we shall consider the construction of all possible EC-semigroups by 

using concept of ideal extensions of a commutative semigroup by a null semigroup 

Let T be a commutative semigroup, and N a null semigroup. Put .N* = N¥O, 

where O is the zero element of N. Let ~, p be mappings of N* into the translation 

semigroup TL(T) of T. (Since T is commutative, every left translatron is also a 

right translation, and vice-versa. We shall call it a translation.) Let A~ = AA and 

Ap= pA for AeN*. Let ip : N* x N* ~> T be a ramification (see [1]), and put 

(A, B)ip=[A, B]. Then 

THEOREM 7. If the system {pA ; ~A ; ip : A e N*} saisfies the following confitions 

(C.1) pBPA = p[B.A] (the inner translation (see [1]) induced by [B, A]), 

(C.2) ~B~A = ~tA.B] (the inner translation induced by [A, B]), 

(C.3) AA = pA on T2 

(C.4) ~[A,B] = p[B,Al' 

(C.5) ~APC = pc~A = ~cPA = pA~c, and 

(C.6) [A, B]pc = [B, C]~A = [B, A]~c, 

then S = T U N* is an EC-semigroup under the multiplication ' defined by 

(N.1) s't=st for s,teT, (N.2) s'A=spA, A'S=SAA for seT, AeN* 
(N.3) A'B= [A, B] for A, BeN*. 

Further, every EC-semigroup can be constructed in this way 

PRooF. It is easy to see from the conditions (C.1)-(C.2) that S becomes 

a semigroup under the multiplication given by (N.1)-(N.3), Next, we shall show that 

oc ' P･ y = y ' P ･ oc for cc, p, y e S. It is obvious that this is satisfied if two of oc, p, y 
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are　e1ements　of　T　SupPose　that　at1east　two　ofα，β，γare　e1ements　of　lV＊　For

λ，此1V＊・・d∫∈τλ・β・∫＝∫λμ，。】・・d∫・B・4＝∫ρ［。，刈・Si…λμ，珂＝ρ［。，刈・・

τ岬1i・r干o千一．Fi干干取舳C」一［千珂戸・一卵千・一C舳・、l

　　To　prove　the1atter　ha1£1et∫be　an　EC－sem1group，and　put　T＝82and
lv＝8／82（the　Rees胞ctor　sem1group　of　modu1o∫2）　Then1t1s　obv1ous　that　T

1s　com血utat1ve　and　lV　1s　a　nu11sem1group　Let！V＼O＝1V’＊，and　de五ne
λ；1V’＊→TL（τ），ρ：1V’＊→TL（T）andφ：1V＊尖N＊→T　as　fb11ows：λλ＝λλ，wh6r6

8λλ＝λ8，∠ρ＝ρλ，where8ρλ＝∫λ，and（λ，遍）φ：［λ，B］＝λβ　　Then　1t1s　easy

to　see　that　the　system｛λλ，ρλ，φ，λ∈1V＊｝sat1s丘es（C1）一（C6）and　the　mu1t1p11cat1on

in8＝TUlV＊is　given　by（N．1）一（N．3）．
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